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Reading Comprehension / Unseen Passage For Class 9  

Worksheet-Passage 2 

Directions: Read the following unseen passage for class 9 carefully and answer the questions 
given below the unseen passage:- 

Waking up early in the morning is a great advantage because it helps us start our day's work well. 
Early risers do a lot of work while others are still in bed. In the early morning, the mind is fresh, and 
there are fewer noises or distractions, so the work done at that time is usually done well.  

Many early risers also find time to exercise in the fresh morning air, which gives them energy for the 
whole day. Starting early gives them enough time to complete their work without rushing. Once they 
finish their work, they have a long evening to rest before going to bed early. Getting a good night's 
sleep and waking up early in good health is refreshing, and it gives them energy for the new day's 
tasks. 

 1. What is the great advantage of waking up early in the morning, according to the passage? 

 2. Why is the early morning a good time for work, as mentioned in the passage? 

3. How does early rising benefit one's productivity, as per the passage? 

4. What advantage does waking up early provide for one's overall health and well-being? 

5. How does getting a good night's sleep benefit those who wake up early, as stated in the passage? 

6. Find a word that is similar in meaning to "benefit." as used in the passage. 

7. Find a word that is the opposite meaning of "late." as used in the passage. 

Answers- 

1. The great advantage of waking up early in the morning is that it helps us start our day's work well. 

2. The early morning is a good time for work because the mind is fresh, and there are fewer 

distractions. 

3. Early rising benefits productivity by allowing individuals to complete their work without rushing. 

4. Waking up early provides an advantage for overall health and well-being by giving individuals a 

good night's rest and a refreshing start to the day. 

5. Getting a good night's sleep refreshes and provides energy for the tasks of the new day for those 

who wake up early. 

7. "Advantage" 

8. "early" " 
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